Abstract. We consider the reliability of radar altimeter measurements of ice sheet elevation and snowpack properties in the presence of surface undulations. We demonstrate that over ice sheets the common practice of averaging echoes by aligning the first return from the surface at the origin can result in a redistribution of power to later times in the average echo, mimicking the effects of microwave penetration into the snowpack. Algorithms that assume the topography affects the radar echo shape in the same way that waves affect altimeter echoes over the ocean will therefore lead to biased estimates of elevation. This assumption will also cause errors in the retrieval of echoshape parameters intended to quantify the penetration of the microwave pulse into the snowpack. Using numerical simulations, we estimate the errors in retrievals of extinction coefficient, surface backscatter, and volume backscatter for various undulating topographies. In the flatter portions of the Antarctic plateau, useful estimates of these parameters may be recovered by averaging altimeter echoes recorded by the European Remote Sensing satellite (ERS-I). By numerical deconvolution of the average echoes we resolve the depths in the snowpack at which temporal changes and satellite traveldirection effects occur, both of which have the potential to corrupt measurements of ice sheet elevation change. The temporal changes are isolated in the surface-backscatter cross section, while directional effects are confined to the extinction coefficient and are stable from year to year. This allows the removal of the directional effect from measurement of ice-sheet elevation change. 
Introduction
Satellite radar altimetry is being used to measure the mass balance of the large ice sheets covering Greenland and Antarctica Davis et al., 1998; lgqngham et al., 1998 ]. To improve upon ground-based estimates of mass balance, measurements of elevation change, accurate to a few centimeters per year, are needed. A common technique is to compare elevations measured at crossover points, where an earlier satellite ground track is crossed by a later one . Changes in the shape of the radar echo (i.e., the shape of return power plotted as a function of time delay since pulse transmission) can cause errors in these measurements and must be investigated before one can attribute physical significance to measurements of ice-sheet elevation change recorded by radar altimeters. In this paper we describe such an investigation. Brown [1977] modeled the expected echo shape for altimeter returns from the ocean surface, but there are two important sumed close to Gaussian in shape. In sections 2 and 3 of this paper we investigate the validity of this assumption.
In section 2 we show that although the effect of footprintscale topography upon the average echo obtained by firstarrival averaging can be described by a convolution operator, the kernel of this operator bears no simple relation to the height distribution of ice sheet topography. Furthermore, for all but the flattest terrain, this kernel will be poorly approximated by a Gaussian. This has several implications. (1) It may be much more difficult to separate the effects of topography and penetration upon echo shape than has previously been recognized. (2) Parameters describing microwave penetration and scattering (including the surface backscatter, volume backscatter, and the extinction coefficient) may be in error when recovered from echoes recorded over undulating terrain. (3) Retracking algorithms that assume a Gaussian convolution model for the effect of topography upon echo shape will, in general, give biased results, with the bias becoming increasingly severe as the surface topography becomes more rugged; and (4) measurements of ice sheet elevation change using such algorithms are likely to be incorrect if the microwavescattering properties of the snowpack change over time.
The severity of the problems listed above will depend upon the amplitude and wavelength of undulations. In section 3 we perform numerical calculations to quantify the errors that may result from undulations with amplitudes and horizontal scales typical of ice sheets. In section 4 we document backscatter and echo shape variations in Antarctica, limiting our investigation to regions of thick ice where the ice surface is relatively flat, and our numerical simulations suggest the effects of penetration may be distinguished from those of topography. We use echoes recorded by the ERS-1 altimeter (a nadir-pointing, linearly polarized, Ku-band radar), paying particular attention to temporal changes in echo shape and to discrepancies between ascending passes (northward satellite motion) and descending (southward) passes. We compare our retrievals with previous inversions of echo shape [Legrdsy and Rgmy, 1998, 1999] . Using numerical deconvolution methods, we are able to resolve temporal changes in backscatter in time delay and show that these are confined to the air-snow interface (in agreement with Legrgsy and Rdmy [1998] ), while direction-dependent effects are confined to the extinction coefficient (in contrast to Legrdsy and Rdmy [1999] who attributed them to the volume backscatter cross section). This separation provides independent confirmation of our ability to separate topography and penetration effects in the average echo. In section 5 we discuss the implications of our findings for measurements of ice sheet mass balance using satellite radar altimetry.
Theory
In this section we derive an expression for a convolution operator, with kernel Dlong, which describes the effect of footprint-scale undulations upon the echo shape obtained by firstarrival averaging. Secondly, we demonstrate that this kernel is poorly approximated by a Gaussian for all but the flattest terrain. In doing so, we shall also introduce mathematical operators, which form the basis for our processing of ERS-1 radar altimeter echoes in section 4. Wingham [1995] has developed a general expression for the altimeter echo over a surface having undulations typical of those encountered on ice sheets. This derivation, which is too lengthy to describe in full detail here, is essentially a linerari- The effect of the short-scale topography upon the echo shape can be found by considering the quantity u = -2fshort/C to be a random variable with a probability density function Dshor t. Because fshort varies on scales much shorter than the altimeter footprint, its effects are well averaged, even in a single echo.
Substituting (5) into (1), and taking the expected value, gives
In general, the longer-scale topography flong varies too slowly across the footprint for its effect upon the echo shape to be modeled as a well-averaged random process. We first consider the case when the topography varies only upon scales much larger than the altimeter footprint. Then, for all points N where the antenna gain # is nonnegligible, flong(N) • flong(m).
This allows the altimeter echo to be written as a convolution of four terms as follows: 
Influence of Footprint-Scale Topography on Spatially Averaged Echoes
To see how serious the confusion between penetration and topography may become, it would be useful to calculate the kernel Dlong. When flong is constant, the approximation (7) holds everywhere with equality. Then Dlong(M , t) = 8(t) and (8) and (13) sphere where the integration is performed over a localized region weighted by the function W (see Wingham [1995] for the functional form of W and the practical considerations determining its spatial scale). We consider the average echo, rather than individual echoes, because the shape of the spatial average defined by (17) is much less sensitive to the exact configuration of the topography within any given footprint, and also because, in practical situations, it is useful to reduce the speckle noise on individual echoes by averaging them. contributions from reflection at the air-snow interface (sharp peak) and volume scattering (exponentially decaying tail) in the deconvolution than in the average echo. Note that because (18) is linear, solving for the deconvolution of the average echo is equivalent to deconvolving individual echoes and then averaging. Operating on the average echo is computationally more efficient, however, and is the procedure adopted throughout this paper. As predicted in section 2, the undulations cause power to be redistributed to later times: the effect mimics a smaller reflection from the air-snow interface, more subsurface scattering, and a shallower decay. 
Experimental Method and Results
The surface of ice sheets typically exhibit little expression of bedrock features with scales smaller than the ice thickness, so errors larger than shown in Table 1 Rundle [1971] as having crust development "so extensive that interpretation (of annual layering) in the field was extremely difficult," with "frequently no fine material at the surface." Thermally emitted microwave radiation is strongly polarized there, an indication of the importance of reflection by density stratification and at the air-snow interface [Surdyk and Fily, 1993] . Nearby regions exhibit lower backscatter: these were described by Rundle [1971] as having surface layers that were "generally soft and fine grained," and they also show weaker polarization effects. We calculated polarization ratios [Surdyk and Fily, 1993] For now, we note that in the estimation of elevation change using satellite crossover data, the spatial variations are of less consequence than temporal changes in echo shape, or effects which depend upon satellite direction, so we analyze these variations in greater detail.
We have performed separate averaging and parameter retrieval for ascending tracks and descending tracks from two time periods (August 14 to September 9, 1992, and July 30 to September 3, 1993). Each of these periods spans a 35-day repeat of the ERS-1 mission, so a full complement of tracks is available for averaging. Insights into changes in the scattering over time and its sensitivity to the satellite's direction of travel can be obtained by comparing the earlier and later data, as well as the ascending and descending passes. Table 1 for typical undulations).
We did find a few sites in the more undulating terrain of West Antarctica where there is evidence of greater than average control of echo shape by topographic effects. Figure 6 shows deconvolutions from one of these sites (80øS, 95øW). Figure 7 shows that the sensitivity of k e to satellite direction has the controlling influence.
The dependence of k e upon the direction of satellite travel for a nadir-pointing instrument is somewhat surprising. We considered several other possible explanations for our observations. We have tried to reproduce the power and echo shape changes by simulating the echoes that would occur if there were a systematic mispointing of the ERS-1 altimeter but were unable to reproduce either the shape or the amplitude of the discrepancy for plausible mispointing errors and surface slopes.
We also considered diurnal changes in the snowpack as a possible cause. Because the ERS-1 orbit is Sun synchronous, ascending and descending overpasses would each sample any diurnal cycle at a different phase. However, the discrepancy in k e extends to several meters beneath the surface, much deeper than solar radiation, or the diurnal temperature wave, so diurnal changes in firn structure can be ruled out. The changes are also stable from month to month, which is consistent with their being buried out of reach of the wind and Sun and There is undoubtedly a strong azimuthal anisotropy to the snow structure in these regions imparted by the persistent katabatic winds [Goodwin, 1988] , and it seems that the extinction of the altimeter pulse is also sensitive to the orientation of this structure. The directional dependence of backscatter observed by Legr•sy and R•my [1999] is a direct consequence of the directional dependence of extinction coefficient, and they have also concluded that the effect is caused by wind-induced features within the snowpack. [1999], the orientation of the linear polarization vector of the ERS-1 altimeter pulse does change with satellite orientation.
The isolation of the effect in the extinction coefficient, rather than the surface or volume backscatter cross section, suggests it is associated with scattering out of the beam, rather than polarization-dependent reflection at layer interfaces. Threedimensional, polarimetric models of microwave propagation in the snow will be needed to investigate the effect further. Such models might also explain the close relationship between this effect and the radar anisotropy measured away from nadir by scatterometery [Legr•sy and R•my, 1999]. Whatever the origin of the asymmetry in me, it is clearly preserved when the snow is buried, at least to depths of a few meters. Even though the processes giving rise to the directional dependence of m e are uncertain, the observation that this dependence is buried and stable over time is important because it allows the error in elevation crossover differences to be minimized, using the approach described in section 5.
Implications for Satellite Measurements of
Ice-Sheet Mass Balance
The observations described in section 4 suggest a way to minimize the errors in measurements of elevation change over ice sheets. We describe this by denoting elevation measurements H (Z, b) , where all data within a repeat interval are labeled Z, and b = a, d denotes the satellite direction (a for ascending, d for descending). Any bias due to differences in scattering between ascending and descending tracks can be removed by forming the elevation difference Another important consideration is that more than one satellite will be required to obtain long time series of ice-sheet elevation changes. Equation ( undulating region, then topography and penetration can both have very similar effects upon the echo shape, making it difficult to separately determine shape parameters describing the penetration from those describing the topography. In particular, the assumption that topographic undulations distort the echo in the same manner as ocean waves, by convolution with a Gaussian elevation distribution, is likely to lead to errors in all but the flattest regions. These errors will affect estimates of surface elevation, extinction coefficient, surface backscatter and volume backscatter from any algorithm relying upon this assumption. Since the reflection properties of the air snow interface change over time, elevation changes recovered using algorithms which assume a Gaussian convolution model for the effects of topography upon echo shape will also be in error.
Of the echoes we have observed, those from West Antarctica show the most evidence for a mixed effect of penetration and topography on echo shape, and we anticipate that this effect will become even more severe as the amplitude and spatial frequency of undulations increase toward the margins. The presence of long-wavelength snow dunes of several meters amplitude may have similar effects. However, over most of the plateau regions of Antarctica, echo shape parameters describing the microwave penetration into the snowpack, and the backscatter from the air-snow interface may be recovered to a useful accuracy from spatially averaged ERS-1 altimeter echoes. These retrievals show that the surface reflection from the air-snow interface is quite variable over time. There is also a strong variation of the extinction coefficient at many sites. The latter variation is temporally stable but depends upon the direction of travel of the satellite. We presume that this is controlled by the orientation of the polarization vector relative to a buried, wind-induced anisotropy in the structure of the snowpack, but detailed modeling or field measurements will be needed to confirm or refute this.
The isolation of the temporal variance in the surface reflection coefficient, and the direction-dependent variance in the extinction coefficient, provides independent confirmation that meaningful echo-shape parameters have been recovered in the plateau regions that we consider here. This isolation is important for the removal of 
